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Eligibility For Deck Cadets For B.Tech For Engine Cadets

Age For Class XII: Not less than 17 years & Not more than 
20 years as on date of commencement of the course 

For B.Sc. in PCM or Electronics: Not more than 22 
years as on date of commencement of the course 

For B.E./B. Tech. Degree from I.I.T or a college 
recognized by AICTE: Not more than 25 years as on 
date of commencement of the course 

Not less than 17 years 
& Not more than 20 
years as on date of 
commencement of 
the course

Not more than 25 years as 
on date of commencement 
of the course

Not more than 25 years as on date of 
commencement of the course

Marital Status Unmarried

Academic Results should be obtained at FIRST ATTEMPT All 
Boards (Class XII): 
Minimum Percentage – 60% 
PCM minimum – 60% (Physics &Maths Min 60% each)
(For Andhra Pradesh & Kerala State Boards, separate 
board exams held for each class(11th & 12th) & hence, 
aggregate of both marks are considered) 

BSc: Degree in Physics/ Chemistry/ Mathematics/ 
Electronics with minimum 55% in final year along with 
Min 55% in PCM in Class XII 

BE (Mechanical) Engineering: Degree from an AICTE/
UGC Deemed University Approved Institute with min 
55% in final year 

All Boards (Class XII): 
Minimum Percentage 
– 60% 
PCM minimum – 60% 
(Physics &Maths Min 
60% each) 
(For Andhra Pradesh 
& Kerala State Boards, 
separate board 
exams held for each 
class(11th & 12th) & 
hence, aggregate 
of both marks are 
considered) 

Graduation in BE 
(Mechanical) Engineering / 
Naval Architecture from an 
AICTE approved Institute 
with a minimum marks of 
55% in final year. 
Candidate must clear his 
BE/ B.Tech in 4 years only

Numbers of ATKTs / Arrears 
/ Repeats / “E” grades 
obtained during the entire 
degree programme: Not 
more than six attempts

12th Class board approved by Ministry of 
HRD, Govt. of India

Class 12th subjects must include Physics, 
Chemistry & Maths

English percentage in 10th or 12th min 50%

3 years Diploma with 60% recognized by 
State of Central Government. OR
Degree in Electrical Engineering, 
Electronics Engineering, Electrical and 
Electronics Engineering, Electronics and 
Telecommunication/ Communication 
Engineering, or Electronics and 
Instrumentation or equivalent recognized 
by AICTE.

Medical Physically fit and meet the standards laid out by DG Shipping*

Language English shall be one of the subjects with minimum marks scored 50% in class X or XII

Eyesight No Colour Blindness , 6/6 vision in better eye and 
maximum permissible up to 6/9 in the other eye 
(without visual aids)

No Colour Blindness, Use of corrective lenses permitted but the maximum permissible limits, at 
entry are 6/12 in each eye or 6/9 in the better eye and 6/18 in the other eye for Distant Unaided 
Vision. ( As given in M.S. Act, Medical Examinations, Annexure B.)

IMU - CET Candidates must clear IMU-CET N.A

For more information on what we have to offer and downloading the application form, please visit our website at 

www.samundra.com or contact us at the following:

Email } admission.sims@samundra.com  I  Tel } MUMBAI: 9819608686, LONAVALA: 02114399500/517, DELHI: 011-49882700/9871791166, CHANDIGARH: 0160-6667777/ 9888599076, 

CHENNAI: 044-30453300/ 9940962616, COCHIN: 0484-3002300/0484-3219591 / 7736937755, PATNA: 0612-3223692/0612-3222622 / 8051808332, GUWAHATI: 8051808332

INVITES APPLICATION FOR:
} 1-YEAR GRADUATE MARINE ENGINEERING (GME) - SEP 2017 BATCH

} 1 YEAR DECK CADETS (DNS) - FEB 2018 BATCH

} 4 YEAR B.TECH. (MARINE ENGINEERING) – JUL 2018 BATCH 

} 4-MONTHS ELECTRO TECHNICAL OFFICERS (ETO) - SEP 2017, JAN 2018 & MAY 2018   
 BATCHES

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India & The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA)

- One year training in Marine Engineering at SIMS, Lonavala which includes 
- 6 months hands-on practical training in the Ship-in-Campus
- 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India, The Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore (MPA), and 
affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
- One year Diploma in Applied Nautical Science at SIMS, Lonavala
 - Minimum 18 months of practical shipboard training before 2nd Mate’s examination

Approved by Directorate General of Shipping, Govt. of India and affiliated under Indian Maritime University (IMU) Chennai
 - Four years B.Tech Marine Engineering course at SIMS, Lonavala
 - 6 months shipboard training before appearing for Class IV examination

- Four months pre sea training at SIMS, Lonavala which makes the candidate eligible for 8 months of onboard training as a Trainee ETO 
on successful completion of the course

*Approved Educational Loans from IDBI, SBI & other Nationalised Banks available! *Scholarships available basis SIMS entrance test and first semester results.

“100% in-house placement on ESM-managed vessels upon successful completion of the course”

SAMUNDRA INSTITUTE OF MARITIME STUDIES (SIMS)
A Training Commitment of Executive Ship Management Pte Ltd (ESM), Singapore
(Certified by leading maritime classification society, DNV GL, Germany for ISO 9001:2008)
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Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private 
circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish 
your letters/articles or an edited version of it 
in all print & electronic media.
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The one exclusive sign of thorough knowledge is the power of teaching. 
- Aristotle

Monsoon rain in Mumbai and Lonavala has descended like a musical rush – unless you are part 
of it from the beginning with the early drops and the drizzles to open the door of anticipation, entry 
in the middle could be out of rhythm, out of sync and exasperating. 

Our Monsoon issue of Samundra Spirit started with a few pieces of articles but towards the end, 
the downpour brought us a good number of very interesting writings from our veteran seafarers 
and teachers which has enriched the issue to a great extent. 

In today’s world of Google and Internet, access to information is the easiest. But it falls short of 
real training and knowledge accumulation without the helping hand of an experienced master, 
a Guru. Samundra Spirit tries to build that bridge with the help of our seasoned seafarers 
contributing with their life’s experiences in the pages we bring out in every issue. The articles 
may have been brushed to bring out the full colours and jest of the story but totally retained the 
magic dust of unique experience and knowledge through its originality and authenticity. They are 
simply incredible life’s lessons intended for strengthening confidences of our new generation of 
seafarers to face their life on board with a smile on their face and purpose in their mind.

The entire eight technical articles highlight the engineering strength of the institute and the 
spectrum of interest of the engineering faculty. It’s not about the straightforward engineering 
equipment and machinery overhaul but the nuances of their maintenance, health check and 
overall longevity of the ships. Importance of monitoring by Mr. Viswanthan, Safety measures 
in Electrical Switch Board by Mr. Hari Prasad, Fuel Oil Purifier Maintenance by Mr. Patil, Mr. 
Jim Andrews warning on Corrosion being the Silent killer and unconventional interpretation of 
Multitasking in Machinery by Mr. Biju Baben as well as risk warning from Master Mariner Vincent 
Fernandes on Main Engine Immobilization make an absolutely engrossing reading. 

We are also very grateful for the erudite and encouraging message from the Director General of 
Shipping for this issue and report on her visit to the institute’s Lonavala campus during the last 
quarter.

This is a special issue as we proudly celebrated the graduation of the 22nd Nautical and 04th 
B. Tech cadets. Hearty congratulations to the graduates, the faculty and staff behind their great 
success!

Our regular features with the news of the quarter are included and hope to keep all our readers 
connected to the life at SIMS.

Ultimately, through Samundra Spirit we wish to continue to uphold the spirit of gaining and 
imparting thorough knowledge relying on the power of teachings from our reservoir of experiences 
in-house. Do flip through the pages and let us know your views and comments, any time. We 
would love to learn.

Till our next issue in autumn, be safe and be happy anywhere you are.
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The Switch Boards used on board the ships 
play an important role in interconnecting 
the electrical power sources & various 
services, in the ship’s Electrical Distribution 
Systems.

These are categorized as following in the 
ascending order starting from the main source 
of power, the Main AC Generators (of High 
Voltage (HV)/Low Voltage (LV):
1) Main Switch Board at the output of HV 

generators, if there is HV system existing 
(MSB).

2) Main Switch Board at the LV or medium 
Voltage below 440V.

3) Emergency Switch Board only at 440V 
(ESB).

4) Section Boards at LV/Medium Voltage 
(SB).

5) Distribution Boards at LV/ even 24V DC 
(DB) 

 
While the MSBs cater to all the services of the 
ship during normal working, the ESB and 24V 
DC Boards cater specifically to the essential 

services required for the safety of the crew 
and the safety of the navigational operations. 
ESB is energized by the MSB during normal 
operations, and energized by the 440V 
Emergency Generator, in the event the MSB 
fails due to main generator’s failures.

As per the Chapter-II.1; Part-D of the SOLAS 
regulations for Electrical Installations, 
the following safety measures have been 
adopted & installed in place, with this article 
concentrating on MSB & ESB only.

Main Switch Board:
a) It is provided with EARTHing at both ends 

and firmly connected to the hull, using 
yellow & green striped thick insulated 
conductors.

b) All the intermediate compartments or 
cubicles are provided with the EARTH 
wires connected between the MSB 
compartment and the respective door.

c) Mechanical Safety interlocks are provided 
between each circuit breaker cubicles 
and their respective doors in such a 

Essentials of a safe Marine Electrical Switch Board

Mr. K.V. Hariprasad
Electrical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

manner that, unless the circuit breaker is 
electrically switched OFF, the door cannot 
be opened.

d) All the MSB cubicles are constructed of 
‘Dead Front’ type, so that no maintenance 
can be carried out from the front side of the 
MSB.

e) Suitably insulated RUBBER mats are 
provided at the front & rear sides of the 
MSBs

f) All the switch-gear cubicles are provided 
with insulated handles.

A typical Main Switch Board

A typical Section Board

Emergency Switch Board:
All the safety measures mentioned above for 
MSBs are installed also for the ESB with the 
following additions:
a) Safety interlock is provided to its circuit 

breaker situated on MSB feeding supply to 
ESB that if MSB fails, then only Emergency 
Generator can be switched ON, by the 
above change-over circuit breaker, i.e., 
when blackout occurs, the bus-tie circuit 
breaker in ESB opens to isolate MSB 
feeder by forcible tripping of Under Voltage 
Trip (UVT) and the Emergency Generator 
starts for providing power supply to critical 
machineries.

b) The flash point of the fuel of the generator 
prime mover Engine shall be between 
400C to 450C. 

Apart from these, it is mandatory that periodical 
safety drills are conducted at least once in 
a week, for the auto-starting of Emergency 
Generator simulating the MSB failure.  

   Panel Door Earthing with Earth wire
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Main propelling shaft system on ships 
include intermediate shaft supported by 
Plummer block bearings. Many different 
types of bearings are employed; the most 
common being split white metal bearing 
with a self-contained oil bath and sea 
water cooling coil. The bearing near to the 
propeller shaft will have both halves of 
the bearing for possible negative loading. 
The bearings are required to support the 
shaft and maintain the shaft alignment. The 
lubricating oil is lifted up and supplied to the 
bearing by an oil carrier ring and scrapper, 
feeding the bearing with lubricating oil. 

Alignment of the shaft system
The shaft line is aligned and bearing fitted 
by the shipyard at the time of construction. 
All possible running conditions are taken 
into account and a median line approach 
is taken during initial alignment to ensure 
normal loading of the bearings at all times. 
The alignment may change during the service 
life of the ship under different operational 
conditions due to following reasons:
• Trim of the ship
• Weight distribution of cargo, fuel and 

ballast causing hull bending
• Temperature difference between deck and 

underwater hull causing hogging

• Heavy weather sailing
• Heating of Double bottom tank beneath 

the bearings causing deflection

One or more of the above reasons may alter 
the loading on individual bearing.

Monitoring of the bearing in service
Fortunately, monitoring the condition of the 
bearings is a simple method of checking 
lubricating oil temperature and checking the 
flow of lubricating oil from the top opening. 
A lubricating oil high temperature alarm, if 
provided will also allow monitoring of the 
system.
When the temperature of the bearing rises 
more than normal, it is important to check 
the cooling seawater flow and cooling coil 
condition. If the lubricating oil is contaminated 
with sea- water due to cooling coil defect, the 
oil will lose its lubricating properties causing 
bearing temperature to rise. It is imperative 
that the fault is set right immediately and 
lubricating oil is renewed with fresh new oil.
The bearing lubrication and temperature has 
to be monitored closely when prolonged slow 
running of the engines, especially during 
extended manoeuvring. 
Before sailing out, it will be good engineering 
to sprinkle a small quantity of lubricating oil 

The Neglected Plummer block Bearing 

sprinkled on top opening. It will greatly assist 
in forming fluid film in the bearing when the 
engine starts rolling.

Ship’s machinery room has a number of 
equipment fitted. Monitoring them is of priority 
for engine room staff to prevent premature 
failure.  It is author’s experience that Plummer 
block bearings are a neglected lot in the engine 
room, as they are taken for granted. Every 
piece of equipment in Engine room requires to 
be monitored for uninterrupted service all the 
time. 

Illustration: Courtesy ’Marine Auxiliary Machinery’ by H.D. McGeorge

S. Viswanathan
Advisor
SIMS, Lonavala
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Multitasking is an integral work pattern 
for many workers, from high performing 
professionals to industrial workers 
down the line. To achieve this, there is 
an increased need to adapt new design 
features, suitable for providing various 
outputs. These principles are applied even 
in designs of computers and machineries, 
which can then be used for multiple 
purposes. 

In computers, Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) is the language, 
a computer uses to access the Internet. It 
consists of a suite of protocols, designed to 
establish a network of networks to provide a 
host with access to the Internet. In that, we can 
access multiple processes on the same port, if 
the operating systems are designed to do so. 

For example, web servers having multiple 
processes like intranet, Google Search, Web 
browsers, Emails, etc. are connected to 
the port of the client computer (port 8080). 
In order to access these multiple services, 
the operating systems (such as Microsoft- 
windows XP, windows 7, windows 8, Red Hat 
Linux- Linux Mint, Cent OS Zental server, 
etc) are equipped and designed with different 
software suitable to the processes. 

One can have a fixed mindset even in 
multitasking by selecting limited applications. 
At the same time, we can have wide range 
of controls, if more advanced designs are 
provided for it. 

As a simple example, the fans in our homes 
provide air supply in one direction only. It is just 
because of the plain design of the blade, which 
is meant for expelling the air in one direction. 
But when we give a little angle (angle of attack) 
to the blade these fans can be used for both 

Multitasking machinery - Propeller designs

suction and exhaust on turning the blade in 
opposite directions. The same principle is 
used in marine propellers too.

Let us discuss about the multiple function of 
a propeller when some additional features are 
added to the conventional system. 

The blade geometry of foil shape in the blades 
enables to draw the water from both - inside 
curved surface as well as outside curved 
surface of the blade, when it turns in different 
directions. 

The pressure face and the suction face 
interchanges as the propeller rotates.  Whilst 
it rotates, the face of the blade increases 
pressure on the water to move in a positive 
ahead or astern movement to produce the 
desired thrust. 

We are familiar with the simple screws in nut 
and bolt. Pitch is defined as the horizontal 
distance traversed by a fixed point (nut), when 
the screw turns about its own axis. It is exactly 
the same in case of screw propellers.  

Source: Chapter 7, course material, principles of ship 
performance, United States naval academy

Various
process / applications

required

Design features to be 
added to access 

various processes

Process Output 1

Process Output 3

Process Output 2
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Pitch, in case of a propeller is a measure of 
how much the propeller would “drive” or “push 
forward”, when it is freely turned about its own 
axis.  Thus, pitch may be denoted as “The 
unit distance moved by a point on a propeller, 
when the propeller completes one revolution. 
This point can be varied in the foil shape of 
the blade.

If the pitch angle is constant from root to tip, 
there will be uneven thrust distribution as the 
propeller rotates along the different sections 
of the blade, even though the pitch remains 
constant at every point. This is because 
different blade sections encircle different 
diameter in the revolution and cause different 
fluid velocities. 

These result in generating high stresses and 
propulsion efficiency will be less.  To avoid this, 
we need to keep the thrust same throughout 
the different sections of the blade. This is 
accomplished by changing the blade angle 
over the length of propeller blade. The pitch 
angle will be more near the hub/ root and it 
will be reducing towards tip of the blade.  Pitch 
angle decreases from the blade root to the tip 
in order to maintain an even thrust. 

When we fix this geometry into the hub, we 
can call this assembly as fixed (constant) pitch 
propeller, where the pitch angles cannot be 
changed.  Pitch is equal for each radius

Controllable Pitch Propeller -blade angle is 
mechanically varied
The propeller blades are mounted separately 
on the hub, each on an axis of rotation, 
allowing a change of pitch in the blades and 
thus the propeller.

In this propeller design, blades can rotate 
vertically by using the hydraulic power in hub 
in both clockwise and anticlockwise directions. 
When we turn the blades in equal degrees, the 
pitch angle can be changed from maximum to 
minimum. 

When the propeller is at low speeds, it 
produces maximum thrust with maximum pitch 
angle (angle of attack). At higher speeds, the 
maximum thrust is produced with reduced 
pitch angle.

While keeping the pitch angle at the root to 
90 degrees, the water flow can be parallel 
to the rotation of the blade; it will create a 

Fig. Showing pitch angle increasing from root to the tip 
(Source:  Ship propulsion, ocean engineering, NPTEL)

transverse force on the propeller blade rather 
than the thrust force. Since this force is acting 
transversely to the ship’s axis it will help to turn 
the ship easily during the maneuvering.  

As a comparison, in fixed pitch type propeller, 
we will not be able to change its pitch angle 
during the variation of propeller speed and 
its propulsion efficiency will be low, while in 
controllable pitch propeller, we can have the 
maximum propulsion efficiency by turning the 
blades. 

Instead of thinking of an innovative design for 
propellers, marine industry adopted to easier 
solutions like reversible engines. But with the 
advent of controllable pitch propellers, it has 
been proven that the propeller, which was 
conventionally thought to be capable of doing 
only one function, i. e., pushing ship forward or 
backward, can actually multitask by adapting 
this design. This multifunction includes 
propulsion in forward and aft direction without 
changing the direction of engine and turning 
the ship without a rudder. 

In view of various needs to accomplish 
multitasking, updating the operating system 
or designing the mechanism with broader 
adaptability are the better solutions, which 
should be sought.  It is important to mention 
here that by inculcating the fine features, we 
can not only achieve the various outputs, but 
also the improved quality of the output. 

It is proven in above mentioned case of 
controllable pitch propellers, where the 
geometry of the blade is same but it is 
enhanced to obtain more power and speed, 
better acceleration, fuel economy, reduced 
vibration and engine strain by adding suitable 
features. 
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Vessel Immobilization  

Nearly all ports require a ship, which 
is alongside at berth, to have a well 
maintained boilers, main engines, steering 
machinery and other equipment essential 
for manoeuvring and in a condition that 
will permit the ship to leave the berth at 
short notice, in the event of any unforeseen 
emergency. 

Vessels carrying dangerous goods are rarely 
granted immobilization by the terminals, while 
the cargo is still on board. On completely 
discharging the cargo, the port may consider 
granting immobilization provided that prior 
request has been received from the Master 
through the vessel’s agent and appropriate 
precautions have been taken by the vessel to 
the satisfaction of the port authorities/ terminal.
It is imperative that a thorough risk 
assessment is carried out by the vessel’s 
Master, and office permission has been taken 
prior immobilization. Risk assessment should 
include, weather forecasts, tidal predictions, 
traffic in the vicinity (vessels passing at a close 
range), and duration of the immobilization, 
etc. Considerations must be made for passing 
extra mooring lines to shore, employing tug(s) 
for assistance, if required and having sufficient 
hands on watch to tend to the moorings. 

A grey area is the immobilization of engines, 
while at anchorage. Inadequate guidance on 
this aspect has resulted in several vessels 
dragging anchor with the engines having been 
unavailable for manoeuvring.  

One such ill-fated vessel was the M.V. Fedra, 
a 36,000 GT Bulk Carrier that dragged her 
anchors onto Gibraltar in severe weather 
conditions and broke into two in the year 2008. 
The vessel was anchored and the Master 
permitted Main Engine maintenance without 
much consideration of the weather. The 
weather rapidly deteriorated at night causing 
the vessel to drag her anchor. With the Main 
Engine being unavailable for manoeuvring 
and the weather (rolling/ pitching) making it 

impossible to complete the maintenance, there 
was nothing the Master could do, but rely on 
external help. What further complicated the 
issue was the company’s SMS, which required 
the Master to contact the Managing Director 
of the Company for approval in case of 
salvage assistance, thereby undermining his 
overriding authority. The Company in its efforts 
to negotiate a deal with a towing company lost 
valuable time, which was a contributing factor 
resulting in the accident.  

Maintenance of main engine is necessary 
and unavoidable. Anchorages continue to be 
the preferred locations for carrying out this 
maintenance. One of the main reasons for 
this is the commercial benefit to the owners/ 
managers,  to couple this maintenance with 
bunkering operations, without the fear of 
vessel having to go off-hire to carry out the 
maintenance. The proximity to shore as well 
as the ships is also an important factor. If there 
are ships anchored too close and weather is 
unpredictable (e.g., Singapore), it may be 
very risky to immobilise engines. Proximity to 
shore may help to arrange  shore assistance 
or machinery spares being required. 

While the commercial benefit is an important 
part of merchant shipping, the safety of the 
vessel must never be compromised. 

Following considerations must be made when 
considering immobilization of the vessel. 

1)  Port Regulations – It is important to check 
the port requirements from the agent 
prior planning any job at anchorage. For 
example – At Fujairah Offshore anchorage 
immobilization of the engines requires 
special permission from the Harbour 
Master and a Stand-by Tug would have 
to be made available (Ref NTM 148).  At 
Singapore Anchorage however, there is no 
such requirement of having a standby tug 
and the vessel may immobilize the engines 
at Anchorage after obtaining permission 
from MPA Singapore, and inform the Port 
without delay in case of any emergency 
(ref Port Circular No.68 of 1997).

2)  Nature & Duration of the Maintenance/ 
Repair and availability of the M/E –  The 
Chief Engineer must brief the bridge team 
on the nature of the repairs, whether any 
hot work is required and the expected 
duration of the job (all going well). The 

availability of  engines in an emergency 
must also be discussed. In case of major 
repairs, e.g. – Cylinder Liner replacement 
(as was the case of the MV Fedra) the 
Bridge team must be made aware that 
it would be difficult getting engines at 
short notice and a more thorough Risk 
Assessment would be required. The Chief 
Engineer must also be briefed about the 
weather conditions as rolling/pitching 
would make it difficult to continue with the 
maintenance at times.

3)  Weather Forecast – Multiple sources 
must be referred to for weather forecasts. 
The forecast should ensure that for the 
duration of the repairs, the weather should 
not become  a cause for concern.  In case 
of any doubt, it is always better to be safe 
and delay the job, rather than be sorry. 
While the wind force may be within limits, a 
beam swell at times may cause the vessel 
to roll, thereby resulting in the engineers 
having to suspend the maintenance work.

4)  Anchor holding ground – This is an 
important aspect as vessels could drag 
anchor more easily on a rocky bottom and 
immobilizing the engines here could be an 
issue. 

5)  Proximity of vessels in the area – In 
congested anchorages, where vessels 
are in close proximity (3 to 4 cables) of 
each other, a dragging anchor would 
give very little time for the bridge team to 
react. Immobilizing the engines here must 
be avoided, rather the engines should 
be kept on stand-by.  Furthermore, the 
anchor position should be chosen so as 
to avoid anchoring directly behind another 
vessel or directly ahead of another vessel 
where the current is predominantly in one 
direction. This is so that the vessel ahead 
does not directly drag onto you or you do 
not drag onto another vessel.

Capt. Vincent Fernandes
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Continued on Page 16
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Improper Fuel Oil Purifier Maintenance and 
its ramifications
One of the Very Large Gas Carriers  that 
I sailed on, had  four identical Mitsubishi 
SJ 3000 series purifiers. Out of these, two  
were used  for  purification of heavy oil and 
two were used  for  purification of diesel 
Oil. All purifiers were running  satisfactory 
(as mentioned in handing over note, when 
I’d joined the vessel). Purifiers were used 
and changed over on a monthly basis and 
bowl cleaning was being done as a routine 
maintanence. 

I came across a small malpractice, which was 
invented and being followed for some time.  
This vessel had one complete spare bowl 
assembly, which was always kept soaking in 
a descaling chemical. After sufficient soaking, 
it was flushed with diesel/ water/ air  and was 
ready to use into the purifier.

When I started to investigate as to why 
this wrong practice was being followed, I 
discovered that the locking ring was stuck/
frozen in place for a heavy oil purifier and 
without opening this ring, bowl assembly and 
disc stack could not be taken out. Hence, 
bowl cleaning was being carried out without 
dismantling it. 

This is an absolutely wrong procedure and 
should never be followed on board. The 
standard procedure set by the manufacturer 
requires the complete bowl assembly to 
be dismantled, each disc of the stack and 
other components of bowl assembly to be 
thoroughly cleaned and carefully inspected for 
any rubbing marks or other physical defects.

On this vessel about a year ago,  a similar 
problem had occurred with other bowl 
assembly. Ship’s staff had tried jacking/ 
heating/ cooling/ hammering, etc. in their 
attempts to open the assembly. Eventually 
in the process, the complete bowl body and 
bowl hood were damaged. After this incident, 
management company had supplied a 
complete spare bowl assembly. 

With the re-occurrence of problem  the ship’s 
staff had resorted to  invent an easy solution 
- to chemically clean and flush the assembly.
Later, I decided to undertake the strenuous 
task of dismantling the affected bowl unit. 
For this job engineers and crew had to spend 
additional time  apart from their  routine 
duties and busy schedule. After weeks of 

grinding, and patiently drilling dozens of small 
circumferential holes in the bowl  locking ring, 
the component lost a large amount of material 
and finally gave up its holding strength. 
The drilling and grinding tasks required 
precision and accuracy. Ultimately, engineers 
succeeded in dismantling the assembly. All 
other components were recovered without any 
damange.

It was observed that there was excessive 
accumulation of rock-like hard sludge in 
between disc stack. Due to this hard sludge, 
during the earlier attempts of dismantling, 
the bowl stack was not getting compressed, 
and this had resulted in seizure. The auto-
desludging interval timers were also not 
working,  resulting in improper desludging and 
sludge accumulation.
 
Later we queried about  other logical reasons 
which could similarly cause the bowl locking 
ring getting stuck and came up with following 
likely events:
1) Water line filters  frequently getting choked 

due to internal corrosion and mud in the 
water pipelines, resulting in improper 
desludging.

2) Damaged jacking tools and ring opening 
tools resulting in them  not exerting  
symmetrical force on the components.

3) Over-tightening of components while 
assembling, due to damaged tools and 
incorrect markings could also result in 
seizure.

4) Complete bowl assembly not thoroughly 
cleaned within scheduled maintenance 
period.

5) Overlooking the signs of corrosion/erosion/
wear  during inspection due to negligence 
or inexperience. 

Mr. Mahesh Patil
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Bowl Hood

Disc Stack

Locking Ring

Bowl Body

Locking Ring
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Mr. Jims Andrews 
Vice Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Corrosion – the Silent Peril

Most of our readers will be familiar with 
the expression ‘perils of the sea’. Our 
perception of maritime perils justifiably 
revolves around unfortunate incidents like 
collision, grounding, stranding, sinking 
and other eventualities specific to the 
forces of nature. A veritable Mr. Hyde 
lurking in the dark shadows - a hazard 
called corrosion, often goes unnoticed 
amongst more conspicuous disasters like 
the ones mentioned. But the phenomenon 
of corrosion, accentuated by the catalyst 
which is seawater, is one such threat, 
which can only be ignored at our own peril.

Corrosion can be broadly defined as the 
chemical or electro-chemical reaction between 
the metal surface and the environment. An 
environment of seawater, which is highly 
conductive in nature, is conducive for the 
onset and propagation of corrosion. This 
perilous transformation of the metal surface 
to metal oxides and hydroxides makes all the 
exposed metallic structures in a ship like the 
hull, the machineries, equipment and pipelines 
vulnerable to degradation and eventual failure. 
All seasoned seafarers would have faced 
the occupational hazard of having to deal 
with corroded pipelines on board. At times it 
would have led to disastrous consequences 
as well. This article will focus on the hazards 
of corrosion in seawater pipelines and the 
suggested mitigation techniques.

The Forms Of Corrosion Experienced By A 
Seawater Pipeline
1.  Erosion corrosion

• Erosion sets in when the metal comes 
in contact with fast flowing liquid. The 
ensuing corrosion is known as Erosion 
corrosion.

• When the liquid velocity is too high 
and turbulent, especially in vulnerable 
places like joints and bends, Erosion 
corrosion will be accentuated.

• It is characterized by horse-shoe 
shaped small pits with the nib pointing 
in the direction of current.

2. Galvanic corrosion
•  The essentials for Galvanic corrosion 

to manifest are, 
a. Metals of different potential 

connected together (brass pipe 
connected to cast steel valve).

b. Presence of electrolyte, for 
instance seawater.

• The extent of galvanic corrosion will 
depend upon,
a. Corrosion potentials of dissimilar 

metals
b. Polarization of anode/ cathode
c. Relative areas of anode and 

cathode

3.  Selective Corrosion
• Selective corrosion is identified by the 

phenomenon in which the structural 
elements of an alloy corrode at 
different rates. Dezincification of brass 
is a typical example.

• Some elements of the alloy dissolve 
simultaneously in solution and 
then nobler of these elements gets 
redeposited as a porous deposit on 
the metal surface.

• Selective corrosion attacks normally 
increase manifold in the presence 
of chlorides, thus making seawater 
pipelines particularly vulnerable.

4. Bio Fouling Corrosion (Deposit attack)
Bio fouling consists of two separate 
elements,
• Micro-fouling involving bacteria and 

algae
• Macro-fouling involving mussels, 

barnacles etc.

5.  Stress Corrosion
• Tensile stresses may remain in 

seawater pipelines from welding or 
cold working. Alternately they may be 
the applied working stresses.

• Stress corrosion results when a 
metallic material is simultaneously 
exposed to both tensile stresses and 
a corrosive medium, in this case – 
seawater.

6.  Pitting and Crevice Corrosions
• Pitting corrosion results due to the 

destruction of protective coatings 
of nobler material. Pitting corrosion 
is localized accelerated corrosion, 
resulting in formation of pits. Stagnant 
liquid layers, which are depleted in 
dissolved oxygen result in differential 
aeration. This gives rise to a form of 
Pitting corrosion, known as Crevice 
Corrosion. Some factors which are 

Schematic showing the formation 
of Erosion corrosion on the metal surface

Galvanic corrosion essentials
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conducive for this kind of corrosion, 
to which ship’s staff would have 
contributed unwittingly, are porous 
gasket material, improper cutting of 
gasket etc.

 
Design criteria for corrosion mitigation
1. Layout of the piping system

• Air drawn into the system works as the 
catalyst for corrosion. Sea suctions 
should be so arranged that the 
smallest quantity of air is drawn.

• Sudden changes in flow direction 
and pipe’s cross-section should be 
avoided.

• Branch connections should be well 
rounded and branches should make 
most acute angles possible to the flow 
direction.

• The system should be provided with 
air vents at the highest points and 
drains at the lowest points.

2. Materials to be used in fabrication 
The following attributes of the material 
are to be considered before selection,
• Resistance to corrosion by external 

environment 
• Resistance to marine bio-fouling
• Permissible water velocities
• Resistance to stress corrosion 

cracking

The main types of materials to be 
considered for Seawater pipeline 
systems are,
• Copper alloys, particularly the copper-

nickel series
• Bare carbon steel & Galvanized steel
• Carbon steel internally coated or lined 
• Stainless steels & Titanium

3. Flow velocity
Local water flow velocity is decisive 
regarding corrosion. Materials can be 
divided into two groups as follows,
• Materials, which have low corrosion 

resistance to high flow-velocity (Mild 
steel, Cu and Cu/Zn alloys)

• Materials, which have high corrosion 
resistance to high flow-velocity (Cu/Ni 
alloys and stainless steels)

Other Measures Adopted to Counter 
Corrosion
1. Coating

• To protect seawater pipelines against 
corrosion, an internal coating of 
suitable type may be applied. As 
cracks and other defects in coatings 
will result in much serious corrosion 

than in a system without this coating, 
experienced personnel are needed for 
application and inspection.

•  Coatings may be organic like 
elastomers, thermoplastics and 
thermosetting plastics. Alternately 
they may be inorganic types like Zinc 
and Cadmium.

• Some of the coating materials used 
are Rubber, Polyamide and Epoxy.

2. Cathodic protection
• One of the most effective types 

of corrosion protection is to make 
the vulnerable material relatively 
Cathodic.

• This can be achieved by two means,
a. Application of sacrificial anodes
b. Impressed current Cathodic 

protection (ICCP)
• The most commonly used sacrificial 

anodes for such systems are made of 
Zn-, Al-, or Mg-alloys.

3. Corrosion Inhibitors
• Inhibitors are chemicals, which can 

retard the rate of corrosion, when 
added to a corrosion environment in 
small concentrations.

• Inhibitors can be classified as,
a. Passivating or film forming 

inhibitors
b. Adsorption type inhibitors

Measures adopted to prevent corrosion for 
unused pipes
Unused seawater pipelines are vulnerable to 
corrosion unless the necessary precautions 
are taken. This fact is often overlooked on 
board. It will be prudent on the part of the 
seafarer to give deserving importance to the 
following salient points, 
• The correct operation during the starting-

up period significantly defines the 
corrosion resistance of the pipeline system 
throughout its life time.

• If the water quality is good and contains 
enough oxygen, it will lead to the formation 
of a clean oxide layer on the inner surface 
of the pipes during the starting-up period. 
This process is known as passivation and 
is hugely beneficial in resisting corrosion 
during the lifetime of the pipeline.

• Hence it is important that when unused 
pipeline is commissioned, the seawater 
passing through has to be clean and fresh 
with enough oxygen for the first 3-4 weeks.  
Ferrosulphate may be added to accelerate 
passivation process.

• The pressure testing of the system should 
only be attempted with fresh water.

• The system should remain filled with fresh 
water till the time it is taken into service. If 
it has to be drained, it has to be completely 
devoid of water. If any water remains 
locally, this may initiate local corrosion 
attacks.

• In addition, a suitably applied marine 
coating system will go a long way in 
isolating corrosion in unused seawater 
pipelines.

Conclusion
Corrosion attacks on materials belong to 
different genres and are largely dependent 
on prevailing environment. Unfortunately, 
marine environment is one of the most 
corrosive amongst all and hence necessitates 
a very clear understanding of the mechanisms 
involved and the most efficient preventive and 
protective measures available. 

Seawater pipelines present a significant 
problem with respect to the control of corrosion. 
While it is impossible to entirely eliminate 
corrosion, it is very much possible to bring 
down the rates to acceptable levels. Measures 
like design and layout of piping, material 
selection, flow velocity control, appropriate 
coating, Cathodic protection, use of corrosion 
inhibitors etc. contribute significantly towards 
this objective. 

Material Flow velocity 
(laminar flow)

Al-brasses < 3 m/sec.

Cu/Ni 90/10 <3.5 m/sec.

Cu/Ni 70/30  < 4.5 m/sec.

Steel tubes, 
galvanized  < 2 m/sec.

Pitting and Crevice corrosion observed in the 
casing of a pump

Allowable flow velocities
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HSEQA Superintendent
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The graduation and accomplishments of 
24 cadets from the fourth batch of B Tech 
Marine Engineering Course and 118 cadets 
from the twenty second batch of DNS was 
celebrated at SIMS on 01st July 2017.  An 
impressive ceremony was held in the 
campus to mark this occasion, attended 
by Mr. S.M Iyer, Resident Director, ESM 
Mumbai, as Chief Guest.
 
The ceremony witnessed presentation of 
course reports by Mr. AW Wakankar, Course-
in-Charge B Tech Marine Engg Course and 
Capt Deepak Tamras, Course-in-Charge 
DNS Course followed by prize distribution. 
An enlightening speech by Mr. Iyer for the 
graduating cadets provided a morale boost to 
all. 

DNS PRIZE LIST
Best in Mathematics (Over all): Parvesh 
Verma
Special Award for scoring 100% marks in 
Mathematics Paper (IMU External): Parvesh 
Verma
Best in Applied Science: Imran Akthar
2nd Runner up in Academics: Imran Akthar
Best in Stability and Construction: 
Vivek Mangal
Best Cadet Captain (B Section): 
Vivek Mangal

Best in Navigation & Chart 
Work: Akhil Pillai
Best in Marpol & BME: Akhil 
Pillai
Best in Academics: Akhil Pillai
Best in Cargo work, 
Seamanship & SWP: Sanjay 
Kannan
Best in English, MH & HF: 
Sanjay Kannan
Best in Bridge Equipment 
WK and Meteorology: Christin 
Thomas
Best in Maritime Comm & 
Emergencies: Kavi Seth
Special Award for scoring 100% marks in 
Mathematics Paper: George Thomas
Special Award for scoring 100% marks in 
Mathematics Paper: Parth Kalra
Best in HSSE: Harjot Singh
Best in Hands on Training: Sachneet Singh
1st Runner up in Academics: Yashwardhan 
Mishra
Best Sportsman: Varun Rawat
Best Orator: Michael Calvin Jones
Best Cadet Captain (A Section): Abhinav 
Tiwari
Best Cadet Captain (C Section): 
Anmol Sharma
Most Popular Cadet: Prateek Kumar singh
Best Cadet: Parth Kalra

B TECH PRIZE LIST:
Best Cadet: Rinku Kumar
Best in Academics 1: Digambar Shinde
Best In Academics 2: Himanshu singh
Best In Academics 3: Surya Prakash
Best Hands On Training: Harmanjot singh
Best Sportsman: Somdeo Joshi
Best Orator: Shivam Chawla
Best Music: Hardeep singh
Best Cadet Captain: Harin Mistry & Anshu 
Kumar
Best in HSSE: Aman Gupta
Most Popular Cadet: Suyash Kumar

SIMS Lonavala celebrates combined graduation of 
B Tech Marine Engineering and DNS- 22

B.Tech 04 batch  “Pride passing out parade”

Chief guest receiving “Guard of Honour” 
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B.Tech 04 batch prize winners with Course In Charge, Mr. Abhiram Wakankar

DNS 22 batch prize winners with Chief Guest and faculty

Cdt. Rinku Kumar (B.Tech 04) receives 
“Best Cadet” award from  Chief Guest

Cdt. George Thomas ( DNS 22) receives   
“Special award for scoring 100% marks in 
Mathematics” from Chief Guest

Cdt. Parth Kalra (DNS 22) receives 
“Best Cadet” award from Chief guest 

Cdt. P.N Rao (DNS 22) receives 
scholarship certificate from Chief Guest

Cdt. Hardeep Singh (B.Tech 04) 
receives “Best Music” award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Parvesh Varma (DNS 22) receives “Best In 
Mathematics” award from Chief guest
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Nautical Faculty
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As most of us may have heard the phrase 
“COMPLACENCY WILL BITE“. In this 
article, we have stressed on the need to 
have highly motivated Officers and crew 
onboard vessels as complacency has no 
place onboard vessels anymore. Below 
are some personal experiences, which 
I have shared that could have caused 
great financial impacts on the Owners.

Failure Of Bridge Team
The Gyro Compass had failed prior arrival 
port and the Company had arranged for a 
maker’s technician to install a new Gyro 
Compass. The 3rd Officer was on watch and 
was instructed to assist the technician. The 
technician completed the job and 2nd Officer 
confirmed that the Gyro error was taken 
and the Gyro had settled down. The Master 
instructed the 2nd Officer to also check that 
the radars were operational and showing the 
same heading along with the gyro repeaters, 
which was also confirmed by the 2nd Officer. 
Cargo work was completed at 2100Hrs and 
3rd Officer was instructed to comply with the 
departure checklist and test controls and 
Main Engine. He confirmed that all was in 
order. Pilot boarded the vessel and after 
completion of all the paperwork the Master 
rushed to the bridge. The Master noticed 
that the radars were on standby mode. He 
questioned the OOW and was told that 
the radars were switched on and put back 
in standby mode. Master/ Pilot information 
was exchanged and all lines were cast off. 
Vessel was proceeding to the breakwater 
when the Master suddenly realized that 
the breakwater which was visually forward 

Complacency Will Bite
was showing aft on the radar. Additionally the 
land which was aft visually, was being seen as 
forward on the radar screen. The 3rd Officer 
was questioned again and he admitted that the 
departure checklist was actually used as a tick 
list and the radar operation was never checked. 
The vessel left the breakwater and it was 
decided to continue on maneuvering speed till 
the radar problem was solved, with the option 
of anchoring. The starboard side had a high 
density of fishing traffic along with vessels 
at anchor. The passage plan was to alter to 
port and so the helmsman was ordered to 
give helm to Port 20. The helmsman repeated 
the order and the Master was monitoring the 
fishing vessels, when it was realized that the 
bow was moving to starboard. The helmsman 
was questioned and he confirmed that the 
wheel was on Port 20. After checking visually, 
the Master realized that the wheel was actually 
put on Starboard 20.
What happened to the bridge team?? 

OOW Navigating On Head Up Mode
An experienced OOW (4th contract) in rank 
was keeping his first watch after signing on the 
vessel. The Master wishing to study this new 
Officer came on the bridge as a silent watch 
keeper. The vessel was in the South China 
Sea with a high density of fishing traffic and the 
Master noticed that the OOW was extremely 
busy. He also noticed that the OOW was 
navigating on Head up mode. This was the 
first time that the Master had seen an OOW 
navigating on Head Up mode and so became 
a little curious. The Master then noticed that 
the OOW was taking bearings of the fishing 
vessels and comparing the bearings with the 

radar. The Master was quiet and finally the 
experienced OOW reported to the Master 
that he felt that the radars were not working 
satisfactorily as the visual bearings did not 
match with the radar bearings. The Master 
was shocked and after switching the radars to 
North Up mode, explained the disadvantages 
of using Head Up mode at sea with a high 
traffic density. The OOW explained to the 
Master that he had always used Head Up 
Mode on his previous three vessels and had 
never been corrected by the Master before.  

Excessive Amount Of Fuel After Survey
Vessel was on a Time Charter and hence an 
On-hire survey was conducted at the Load 
port. The figures were logged down after 
completion and a certificate was issued. It is 
a normal practice that during the On-hire/ Off-
hire survey the Chief Engineer accompanies 
the Junior Engineer so as to ensure that 
all soundings are in order. The loading was 
completed and the vessel proceeded to the 
1st discharge port, which was only 11 days 
away. There were two more discharge ports 
and nearing completion an Off-hire survey was 
conducted. Vessel was found to have 150 MT 
excess of fuel.

What went wrong?? After investigations, it 
was found that the Chief Engineer never 
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6) Proximity and availability of Tug – 
Generally in most ports arranging a 
Tug in an emergency would not be 
a major problem. In cases where 
major repairs are planned, it would 
be prudent to confirm the availability 
of a tug powerful enough to handle 
the vessel. Agent can be contacted 
and details can be obtained prior the 
vessel calling the port. 

7)  Emergency Towing Arrangement 
– Drills and training in deploying 
the ETA on board the vessel must 
be carried out diligently as per the 
drill planner. The condition of this 
arrangement must also be checked. 

8) Availability of resources for 
timely completion – The engineers 
must ensure the necessary spares 
as well as human resources are 
available in order to complete the 
job. Commencing a job and realizing 
later that the spares are not on board 
is not ideal. The persons involved in 
the job must also be well rested to 
avoid fatigue related errors.

9)  Periodic Communication – The 
Bridge and Engine room teams 
must keep each other well informed. 
While the Engine team keeps giving 
updates on the estimated time of 
completion of the job or of any issues 
being faced, the Bridge team keeps 
the Engine team advised of any 
changes in weather or any updates 
to the berthing schedule. 

In the event that the Master is in any 
doubt about the immobilization, he 
must never forget, that his first priority 
is to ensure the vessel always remains 
safely afloat. He must never undermine 
his own Overriding Authority and always 
make decisions in the interest of Safety. 
Immobilizing the engines renders him 
unable to control his vessel and this 
decision must never be taken lightly. 

Continued from Page 9

accompanied the Junior Engineer for 
soundings during the On –Hire survey and to 
add to it the Junior Engineer had been relieved 
in the first discharge port on completion of 
contract. 

Soundings Not Taken Daily
The vessel loaded a cargo at the load port 
and was sailing towards the discharge port 
on a voyage of 18 days. Bunkers were to be 
replenished enroute. The vessel had sailed 
from the load port with a stern trim. After a few 
days, the Chief Engineer requested the Master 
to carry out maintenance on the ballast pumps 
and permission was granted. A few days later, 
the Chief Engineer reported that there was 
a considerable amount of load on the main 
engine and had a feeling that either the vessel 
was down by head or there was a dead whale 
on the bulbous bow. The bulbous bow did not 
reveal any dead whale, so the Master asked 
the Chief Officer to bring the daily sounding 
log, which indicated that soundings were 
taken twice a day and confirmed by both 
the cadet and the Chief Officer. The Master 
instructed the Chief Officer to accompany 
the cadet and check all tank soundings after 
which he needed to report back to the Master. 
After an hour, the Chief Officer confirmed to 
the Master that all tank soundings were taken 
in his presence and all tanks were dry. The 
engine still had a load which was strange. 
The vessel finally reached the bunker port and 
the Chief Officer went to take drafts as the 
Master was preparing the arrival messages. 
The Chief Officer arrived on the bridge a few 
minutes later and was panicking. He advised 
the Master that the vessel was 1.30m down by 

the head. The Master immediately went with 
the cadet and the Chief Officer to sound the 
tanks and realized that 700 mt of water was 
present in the Forepeak tank. Both the Chief 
Officer and the cadet were interrogated and 
it was realized that the Chief Officer had not 
accompanied the cadet for the soundings, 
when instructed by the Master a few days 
ago. The cadet did not know that the 
Forepeak tank was a ballast tank. This cadet 
had completed his sea time and was to be 
relieved in the next port in order to appear 
for the Competency exams.

There were delays because the bunker 
barge was alongside and bunkering could 
not commence till the vessel had a stern 
trim. 

On a final note, I would like to leave you with 
the words of Capt. EJ Smith – Master of the 
Titanic said at a press conference referring 
to another passenger liner Adriatic, “I cannot 
imagine any condition, which would cause 
a ship to founder. I cannot conceive of 
any vital disaster happening to this vessel. 
Modern shipbuilding has gone beyond that”. 
And he was… so wrong. 
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Hullform Designs in Merchant Ships

Deep displacement ships are big ships 
like Tankers, Bulkers and Container ships 
which have simple but formidable design. 
These ship designs have unbeatable 
advantages such as cargo carrying 
capacity, transportation efficiency at low 
speeds, greater strength than other known 
hull form designs, less construction cost, 
established dry-docking facilities, and 
which can be easily designed to satisfy 
double hull norm. Deep displacement 
monohull forms keep the shipping 
transportation cost at a low level to provide 
shipping with a greater advantage over 
other modes of transportation.

To understand better and compare different 
hull forms designs with deep displacement hull 
form, this article will explore various hull form 
designs. 

Deep displacement
• The geometry of these vessels is 

characterised by a transom stern, round 
bilges, a rise in after body buttock lines 
and a maximum operational volume 
Froude number.

• The displacement hull has transverse and 
longitudinal curvature in order to avoid 
flow separation at bilge and stern, thus 
reducing drag.

• However, at high speeds the negative 
pressure created at these convex surfaces 
will make ship trim by stern.

Planning hull
• Planning hull develops positive dynamic 

pressure so that its draft decreases with 
increasing speed. To attain positive 
dynamic pressure, the planning hull avoids 
convex of buttock and transverse sections.

• In planning craft, the straight buttock lines 
are cut off cleanly by transom stern, so 
as to induce earlyflow separation. The 
transverse section is typically a dead 
rise section with sharp intersection of the 
bottom and sides to form a hard chine from 
which the flow will also separate. Planning 
craft have fine bow entrance for easy 
wave penetration. Planning craft have 
controllable transom flaps as a means of 
controlling trim.

• The division of 
displacement & water plane 
area between two relatively 
slender hulls result in large 
deck area, good stability & 
consequently a small rate and 
angle of roll.
• Sea-keeping qualities 
in terms of angle and rate of 
pitch are poor compared to a 
conventional hull.
• The frictional resistance 
of catamaran was very high 
at low speeds due to higher 
wetted surface area, but 
the catamaran resistance is 
lesser than monohull at higher 
speeds(fn>4). It’s because the 

wave resistance reduces with higher trim 
angle.

• The hull spacing ratio in catamaran is 
very important. These effects consist of 
wave interference and body interference. 
Wave interference is interaction of waves 
created by two hulls. If the waves interact 
negatively, resistance will increase. Body 
interference is interaction of disturbed flow 
lines when these two hulls move forward 
in water. When an object moves in fluid it 
will disturb the flow around it by boundary 
layer and wake formation. 

Swath
• The effect of waves in performance is 

minimized by the SWATH concept.
• This encompasses small water plane area 

twin hull ships. The swath concept is a 
type of catamaran that features two fully 
submerged hulls, each connected to a box 
like deck structure above water by one or 
more relatively thin struts. Usually control 
surfaces are employed to reduce pitching 
motion of the vessel.

• SWATH can be designed for displacement 
of up to 30,000 tons and in speeds of up to 
40 knots.

• The benefits of the swath concept is 
derived from its low motion responses 
and sustained speed capability in waves. 
This behaviour is similar to conventional 
ship three times larger, due to significantly 
reduced water plane area, long natural 
pitching period and submergence of main 
bulk of displacement volume.

• The SWATH vessel has 75% higher wetted 
surface area compared to monohull & 
consequent frictional resistance. This is 

Types of hullform. *Source: Principle of naval architecture chapter V (SNAME)

S-bottom hull (A), 
compared to a hard (B) and 

soft (C) chine form hull

Catamaran
• The catamaran or twin hull concept 

has been employed in high speed craft 
design for several decades. Catamaran 
and multihull avoid the problem of loss of 
stability at high speeds suffered by round 
bilge monohull.
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compensated by reduced wave resistance 
at high speeds, but care must be taken for 
submergence of underwater hulls.

Hydrofoil Craft:
• Hydrofoil craft reduces resistance by lifting 

the main hull clear of water.
• A hydrofoil craft has two modes of 

operation, the normal slow speed hull 
borne mode and with increasing speed 
through the take-off, the flying or foil borne 
mode.

• At hull borne mode, the craft thus behaves 
more or less like a planning craft with its 
characteristic hump resistance.

• Hulls for hydrofoil craft should be optimised 
for relative amount of time spent in the 
cruising and foil borne modes. For bigger 
size and cruising time, even semi planning 
or displacement vessels are used.

• Lifting surfaces must be fitted forward or 
aft for longitudinal stability.

• The foils are arranged in canard, ladder, V 
or W configuration for stability.

• Surface piercing hydrofoils are designed to 
operate in speed ranges of approximately 
25-40 knots. The resistance of the vessel 
in foil borne mode, comprising foil, 
appendage, and aerodynamic drag is less 
than 50 percent of an ordinary ship with 
comparable weight.

• In hydrofoil craft stability, manoeuvrability 
and sea-keeping can be guaranteed only 
by means of automatic control system. 
Deeply submerged foils have good sea-
keeping qualities. 

Air Supported Craft
• The problem of arriving at acceptable 

power levels to obtain a specified lift has 
been solved in two ways.
I. Flexible skirts by which fully 

amphibious craft (ACV) was obtained. 
ACV gives possibility of having all the 
craft clear of water.

II. The other solution of the lift power 
problem employed rigid side hulls and 
flexible seals at the bow and stern of 
the vessel. (SES).

• Because of the Aerostatic lift, these crafts 
have a very small wetted surface, which 
has a significant positive influence on 
resistance at higher speeds, where the 
wave making resistance of cushion is 
small.

• The amphibious ACV has an air cushion 
contained by flexible skirt around entire 
perimeter of the craft. The air for the 
cushion is supplied by fans. ACVs normally 
employ air propulsion, either ducted or air 
screws.

• For SES, thrust is provided by propellers 
or water jet located on side hull at the 
transom. Cushion length to beam ratio 
may vary from 2 to 8. SES hull pierces 
the water surface, has less air leakage, 
better longitudinal and transverse stability 
and an acceptable form for utilizing water 
propulsion system, which speeds up to 
120 knots.

Hydrofoils are interesting
Any object which moves in water will 
experience resistance. And only a few shapes 
produce hydrodynamic lift greater than 
resistance. Out of these, foil shapes produce 
max lift. Now the question is whether a 
merchant ship can be lifted by these hydrofoil 
wings as in aircraft. Let’s calculate, suppose 
there is a container ship of L= 300 m, B= 50 
m and draft=10 m, and load displacement= 
150,000 tons. Hydrofoils wings are efficient, 
when the span to mean chord is very high. 
So consider a typical wing of 50m in span 
(breadth) and 2m in length. And the spacing 
between the wings should be such that the 
second wing is not working under the turbulent 
flow generated by the first wing. So say the 
spacing should be 3 metres in between two 
wings. Hence we can fit 60 wings of above 
said dimension below the hull. 

The lift force generated by these foils= 60 * 
0.5* 1.025*100*102*0.5= 153750 KN = 15,672 
tons. 

This force is negligible compared to the weight 
of the ship. And think of the turbulence these 
many hydrofoil will create and they do produce 
resistance on their own also. Increasing the 
draft for fitting foils will deter ship operating 
capabilities. These appendages will also 
experience lot of stresses and have to be 
designed with strong structures, which will 
increase the weight of the ship. 

Multihulls look aesthetically wow
Who doesn’t want to own a beautiful product, 
which serves the purpose? In this discussion, 
I’m including SWATH. Consider that we split a 
60m broad ship into three longitudinally and 
keep these sections far away with gap of 20 
metres between them. And all the three hulls 
of the ship are connected using superstructure 
above the main deck. Now the total breadth of 
the ship will be whopping 100 m
• This will nearly produce twice the 

righting moment produced by the deep 
displacement ship. This will be most 
stable ship. And there is no need of ballast 
for these ships. (NON BALLAST SHIP)

• If the flow lines in between the hulls 

are designed properly, these will have 
slightly higher resistance than monohull. 
This is due to higher increase in wetted 
surface and negative interaction of waves 
produced by these hulls. The propulsion 
efficiency and manoeuvrability of these 
hulls will be better than monohull.

• Near doubling of the deck area is good for 
container ship. Since wetted surface area 
has raised the volume lost for the double 
hull construction will be very high. In case 
of monohull the volume enclosed by the 
double plate construction is large and 
single and the net tonnage will be high, 
but if you are dividing the single hull into 
two or three different hulls need to provide 
double shell plating for all the hulls (No 
need of double hull plating for ballast and 
fresh water storage, only strengthening 
and subdivision members are required. 
But the double hull is required for storing 
dangerous cargoes like crude oil etc…). 
Thus the net tonnage volume is reduced 
for the same size and displacement when 
we divide the hull into three or four.  

• In case of monohull the ship structure along 
the longitudinal and transverse directions 
are supported by buoyancy. However, in 
case of multihulls, the overhanging portion 
of superstructure in between two hulls 
which is not supported by buoyancy will 
experience increased bending stresses 
due to cargo weight. Will it be possible to 
strengthen an overhanging beam with a 
load of say 50,000 tons? Most obviously, 
it will fail.

• Finally, the breadth limitations in Suez and 
Panama Canals will make it impossible. 
May be these kind of hull forms will find 
a place in ships below 100,000 tons 
deadweight, where a 200 m ship can  
be enlarged to 300 m for better 
performance. 

Mr. Thalapathy Vigneshwar. S
Naval Architect (Lecturer)
SIMS, Lonavala
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Chain Drive, its mechanical powers and upkeep

Mr. Praful Choudhari
Academic Faculty - 
Mechanical Engineering
SIMS, Lonavala

On board ships, different types of 
mechanical transmission power drives 
are used such as belt drives, gear drives, 
chain drives and sometimes rope drives. 
To overcome the drawback of slipping 
action in belt & rope drive systems, the 
chain drive system is comparatively more 
efficient & safe for power transmission.

In this article, we shall discuss about chain 
drives because of its numerous advantages, 
such as  compactness, high transmission 
efficiency in the range of 98 to 99 percentage, 
high axial stiffness, good service life, more 
effective operation at high temperatures, 
ability to maintain constant and precise speed, 
no slippage, easy to install and repair, etc.

Chains are made up of a number of rigid links, 
which are hinged together by pin-joints in order 
to provide the necessary flexibility for warping 
round the driving and driven wheels. These 
wheels have projecting teeth of special profile 
(i.e. sprockets) and fit into the corresponding 
recesses in the links of the chain as shown 
in figure 1. Chain drives are used to perform 
three basic functions: power transmission, 
conveying materials, and for timing purposes.

Chain drives are used in the marine 
applications e.g., main diesel engines, used 
as a timing chain (connecting the crankshaft of 
the engine to the camshaft, which governs the 
fuel pump injection and exhaust valve open/
close timings.), in hydraulic motors, used as a 
chain coupling (sprockets on each shaft end 
are connected by a roller chain), for hatch 
cover opening, and anchor windlass (to drop 
and heave the anchor)                     
                                                                                                        
Causes of failures of chain links & their 
remedies:
1. Overloading leading to fractures or 

breakage of chain
 - Inspect the drive to determine the cause 

of high load and eliminate it.
2. Stress corrosion cracking
 - Select anti–corrosive chain or apply 

corrosion preventive measures.
3. Breaking of bush or roller because of 

high speed or torque (chain riding is 

Regular Inspections: 
Inspection to be carried out at intervals 
prescribed by manufacturer and following 
items need to be checked along with all 
necessary safety precautions: 
•  To check for any unusual noise or 

vibration and find out the possible cause 
of problems. For examples: chain rising off 
the sprockets,

 Sprocket teeth surfaces damage, bending 
of chain rollers or side plates & elongation 
of chain, etc.

• Check the lubricating condition of chain 
links/ sprockets according to method of 
lubrication used in the system & strictly 
follow the lubrication schedule and 
recommendations.

• To check & maintain  proper tension in 
slack side, i. e., up to 4% of chain span 
is considerable for a smooth operation 
(chain should not be too tight or too loose). 
Excessive elongation can be taken up by 
adjustable idlers or chain tensioner. 

 If it is beyond adjustable limit, then remove 
the chain link and reconnect the chain.

• Check the sprockets bearing. 
• Ensure that the drive is covered with safety 

guards to avoid any accident or damage to 
adjacent parts during operation. 

too high on sprocket teeth) 
 - Replace with new chain and sprocket. 

Reduce speed.
4. Vibration and Noise- 
 - Replace the shock-absorbing rubber clad 

guide bars, adjust the tensioner, and apply 
proper lubrication as per PMS schedule.

5. Elongation due to pin or bushing gear
 - Replace with new chain and sprocket; 

always select a high performance & high 
quality roller chain.

Lubrication of Chain Drive:
Lubrication of roller chains is essential for 
smooth and proper working of the drive. The 
lubrication methods are dependent upon the 
operating conditions of the drive such as chain 
speed, shaft location, and whether the chain is 
exposed or enclosed.  

There are four basic methods for lubricating 
chain drives: manual, drip feed by oil cup or 
sight feed oiler, bath or splash, oil mist or spray 
(Forced) & disk or slinger.

Figure 2. Chain Drive-Marine Diesel engine

Figure 1. A simple arrangement of Chain drive system

Figure 3. Chain Couplings
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Introduction: Ships are fitted with various 
electrical motor driven equipment such as 
pumps, compressors, blowers etc. Facility to 
Start and stop these equipment are provided 
in multiple places for convenience of the 
operator. The motor could be started from 
MSB (Main Switch Board), Group Starter 
Panel, Engine control room and Local station 
near the equipment. The control gear in all 
these places are required to be maintained at 
all times for dependability.

Events leading to the incident: The author 
was sailing as Chief Engineer in an Aframax 
Tanker when the following incident took place, 
while at sea. The Fuel oil transfer pump was 
not starting in both Auto and Manual mode, 
and the Fuel oil Settling tank had reached low 
level mark.

Electrical Officer was informed and normal 
routine checks were carried out on Motor, 
Starter, Pump, etc and all were found to be 

Responses to previous issue case study – Watch keeping 
routines – A case study: Issue 37 (April 2017) 

Q1.What purpose does an expansion 
tank serve? 

 a. Water from the Main Engine fresh 
water expansion tank is used for cooling 
purpose in the ship’s main engine. The 
water in the tank needs to be kept at 
the required level at all times to ensure 
that sufficient water is supplied to the 
engine.

 b. Expansion tanks are provided for 
venting of gas, air or vapour formed in 
the jacket cooling water line, which has 
to be released.

 c. Expansion tank makes up the losses 
that occur due to evaporation in the 
jacket cooling space in the engine. 

 d. The make-up water is provided in 
the expansion tank. It also provides the 
vent to trap any vacuum or vapour due 
to evaporation or leakage /cracks in the 
closed cycle lines.

S.Viswanathan, Advisor
SIMS, Lonavala

Starting Difficulty of Fuel Oil pump Transfer Pump – 
A case study

Thank you readers for the feedbacks and responses on the previous case study. Here’s a 
compilation of the answers received: 

 e. Low level alarm is fitted in the expansion 
tank to give alarm when the level of the 
water reaches the low line due to leakage 
in the pipe or cylinder liner break down.

 f. Expansion tank also consists of a sight 
glass to observe the water level in the 
tank.

Q2. How much make up water per day can 
be considered normal?

 Considering the evaporation rate and 
minor leakages in the jacket cooling 
system, there will be a trend record of 
daily topping quantity. This quantity varies 
from ship to ship and whenever this trend 
changes and consumes more water than 
this, attention to be paid immediately. 
Normally this quantity is limited to not 
more than 0.5 Cub m per day (0.2 Cub m 
is common).

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study. 
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

normal. The circuit diagram was read and 
analysed as to pin point the cause of the 
problem. It was decided to check all the stop 
buttons in four locations. When the control 
room stop button was checked, it was found 
to be found sluggish in operation and did 
not come to the exact resting place after the 
operation. The stop button was removed from 
the panel and dismantled. The push button 
cage was dirty with grease and oil and was 
prevented to return to its normal position by 
the spring force due to sliding surfaces being 
sticky. 

After it was cleaned with cleaning spray and 
checked for its normal operation, it was fitted 
back and the motor was starting and stopping 
normally.  

Extent of damage: Though there was no 
damage caused in this case, it was clear 
from the condition of the push button that little 
maintenance was carried out on the push 

From the details provided and your 
knowledge about the operation and 
maintenance of electrical equipment 
onboard, please provide answers 
to the following regarding this case 
study: 

1.  What was the cause that prevented 
the motor from starting, even 
though only one of four STOP push 
buttons was not functional? 

 Q3. What will be the adverse effects 
of increased pressure in the jacket 
cooling water system of Main 
Engine?

 High Jacket water pressure can cause 
 a. Leakages from Cylinder head ‘O’ 

rings
 b. Leakages from Cylinder Liner ‘O’ 

rings lead to heavy loss of jacket water 
and can enter into under piston spaces 
and cylinder spaces. 

 c. Leakages can occur from water 
cooled turbocharger casing

 d. Leakages from pump gland can be 
high

 e. Leakages in fresh water cooler tubes 
lead to heavy loss of jacket water in the 
system. 

buttons and the operators were not careful 
while operating the push buttons. Grease and 
oil can find its way only while operating with 
dirty fingers! 
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“Save, Nurture & rejoice”, Dr. Malini V. 
Shankar, Director General of Shipping, 
addressed the cadets on her visit to 
campus at SIMS Lonavala on 19th May 
2017. 

Her first visit on campus after joining the post 
of DG Shipping in 2016, Dr. Malini praised 
the infrastructural facilities at SIMS and was 
particularly impressed by the blended learning 
facilities as well as the thrust on environment 

DG Shipping commends Blended learning with 
hands-on experience at SIMS Lonavala

sustainability at SIMS campus.

Addressing the cadets, Dr. Malini noted how 
the Marine industry produces a community of 
most multidimensional, best dressed and well-
articulated people, owing to the professional 
skills training and teamwork imbibed as cadets. 
She observed that although the shipping 
industry is in a downward trend, the need for 
quality seafarers is on the rise.  She asserted 
the need for seeking continuous knowledge 

and be more observant, to become a leader 
so as to be aware of not just the natural 
environment but political and social as well. 

Concluding her speech, Dr. Malini urged the 
cadets to take pride in their “career, a pride for 
environment, a pride in one’s city and one’s 
country” so as to be responsible enough in 
contributing in the development and progress 
of the industry and the country. 

DG Shipping carrying out cadet parade inspection

DG in SIMS rectangular workshop DG in Blended learning lab DG receiving plaque from Vice Principal, SIMS

DG In Ship In campus, Engine room

DG addresses the gathering

DG in Ship In Campus, Engine Control RoomDG meets SIMS Faculty
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Crossword Puzzle

Answers

Cdt. Clyde Menezes
GME-22
SIMS, Lonavala

Across 
1. A Triangular plate used to connect 2 or 

more structural parts rigidly
4. An empty compartment separating cargo 

tanks from the fore peak tank
5. A curvature of the deck to drive water to 

the sides of the ship
7. This outward curve of the ship assists 

in dropping the anchor clear of shipside 
forward

9. It is one of the motions of the ship
12. It is the line of the ship so that the ship can 

be loaded in a safe manner
13. A heavy part of the ship dropped into the 

harbour while waiting for berth
14. A device for hoisting and lowering a boat
16. It is called the right side of the ship when 

looking forward 

Down 
1. A place on the ship from where all the 

commands are given 
2. It is the midship region of the ship which is 

curved towards the centerline
3. It is a deck which is a working space to 

handle ropes and cables
6. Safety structure of the ship to prevent 

falling overboard
7. An arrangement at the side of the ship to 

prevent rubbing of the ship
8. The principle by which the ship remains 

floating
10. It is the attachment to the hull of the ship
11. The main source of the thrust for the ship 

to move
15. It is known as the backbone of the ship
17. Cars have horns while ships have ______
18. Means of escape in case of emergency

Across:
1. BRACKET  4. COFFERDAM  5. CAMBER  7. FLARE  9. YAWING  12. PLIMSOLL LINE  13. ANCHOR  14. DAVIT  16. STARBOARD

Down:
1. BRIDGE  2. TUMBLEHOME  3. FORECASTLE  6. BULWARK  7. FENDER  8. BUOYANCY  10. APPENDAGE  11. PROPELLER    15. KEEL  
17. WHISTLE  18. LIFEBOAT

13
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7
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Nilesh Parab (GME-16)
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All work and no play is not how the Cadets 
train for success.

During the last quarter the cadets at SIMS 
were busy competing with each other for a 
place of glory, in annals of SIMS; a sports 
competition in volleyball, lawn tennis and 
cricket. With fierce competitive team spirits 
flying high, teams of various houses displayed 
unfaltering techniques and sportsmanship. 

The Volleyball final conducted on the 20th of 
March’17, had two teams of equal strength 
– House Tapti and Kaveri, however Tapti 
managed to win two of the three sets- set21-
18, 14-21, 21-18. Tapti Captain Rinku Kumar 

Annual Sports Competitions held at SIMS 
stood tall and relentless in blocking the 
smashes coming from the opposition with 
superb defenses.

A series of matches for Lawn Tennis and cricket 
were conducted from 9th to 12th of May’17 
and 10th to 13th April’17 respectively. House 
Ganga displayed some great performance 
in both, with Cadet Vivek Negi winning the 
Singles in Lawn Tennis whilst Cadet Aditya 
Kumar from the same house received runners 
up position. However House Godavri clenched 
the doubles match title against Team Ganga.

Finals for the cricket match was held between 
qualifying teams from Ganga and Kaveri, for 

ten overs each. After winning the toss, House 
Kaveri elected to bat, making 44 runs for eight 
wickets, which was successfully beaten by 
House Ganga by one run (45 runs for loss of 
four wickets). Man of the series was awarded 
to Cadet Abhishek Arora of Kaveri House 
(DNS 22) for making 22 runs and taking eight 
wickets during the tournament. (Man of the 
match Cadet Vivek Negi-B.Tech 04 made 
fourteen runs and took three wickets).

The tournament was conducted by Sports 
instructor Mr. Laxman Kakade. 

Inter house volley ball championship between Tapti house and Kaveri house

Kaveri house with runners up trophy in volley ball finals
Referee team from Ganga 
house for Volley ball match

Lawn tennis team with Sports Instructor Mr. Laxman Kakade

Tapti House with winner’s trophy in volley ball finals
Ganga house with winner’s trophy in cricket match (Sports Instructor 
Mr. Laxman Kakade in the center) 

Cdt. Aditya Kumar (Btech.04- 
Runners up)  & Cdt. Vivek Negi 
(Winner- Btech.04) with winning 
trophy in Lawn tennis singles

Cdt. Aditya Kumar & Cdt. Aman 
Gupta (Btech.04) with runners up 
trophy in lawn tennis doubles



Visitors’ Comments 
Second Quarter, 2017

A real pleasure to visit the SIMS campus and see the splendid infrastucture 
and facilities. A very impressive institution which gives emphasis to 

education and environment. Best wishes for success 
in all the endeavours.

Dr. Malini V. Shankar, IAS
Director General of Shipping Government of India

Thank You. I wish to see your students on board 
of GNMTC vessels.
C/E Salleh M Ezlitne

Head of Operators Crew Affairs Unit
General National Maritime Transport Company
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Nilesh Parab (GME-16)
SIMS, Lonavala

Sumit Dogra 
3/O 
ESM Vessel 
Chembulk Barcelona


